Dear members,

Now I am pleased to report our work for year 2019. In this year, MCSCˊs work still went gangbuster and
achieved new record in licensing revenue, royalty distribution, membership development and other aspects. Also,
we played our advantage of copyright collective management to provide copyright support and service for a
number of national activities for celebrating the 70th anniversary of the founding of our country.

In 2019, MCSCˊs total licensing revenue increased significantly to reach RMB 404 million, at a rise of
27.88% compared with year 2018. As we looked back at our work in the past we can see that our annual collection of royalty has always maintained up trend since the establishment of our society especially in recent years the
growth kept accelerating. You know, MCSCˊs achievement is proportional to the rise of our countryˊs “copyright
index” , and the increasing collection of MCSC's licensing revenue just reflects the rapid improvement of the
understanding and recognition of the " respect for copyright "and " the value of music " by the whole society.

In terms of licensing coverage, in addition to our main licensing in the field of digital online music, background music, radio & television broadcasting, other licensing in the field of theme parks, music festivals, film &
television programs, short videos and others also become important growth point of our licensing revenue. What
is more, for celebrating the 70th anniversary of the founding of the people's Republic of China, as requested by
the Propaganda Department of the Central Committee of the CPC, MCSC issued licensing for a number of patriotic songs used in various publicity and celebration activities. Also, in this year MCSC continued to provide copyright support & service for the learning platform developed by the Propaganda Department of the Central Committee of the CPC, China International Import Expo and other major national platforms for the legal usage of music
works.

While seeing our progress at work, we would not ignore the gap between other similar societies representing
higher levels and ourselves. At present, on the basis of royalty collection we can just enter the top 30 among
music copyright collective management societies all over the world, and behind JASRAC of Japan and KOMCA of
South Korea in Asia. Nevertheless, we still have great growth potential because of the enormous music market
and the constantly improving environment of intellectual property protection in our territory. Although we have to
face some of new and old problems inside and outside from time to time, and also we often need to clean up all
kinds of troubles and obstacles, there is no doubt that we will continue to grow, and the future of music copyright
holders is going to be better and better.
In order to meet the rapid development of the new age, MCSC began to promote several technical works in
the second half of 2019. First, upgraded the original licensing management system to further strengthen internal
control and improve licensing efficiency; second, tried to use "time stamp" to obtain evidences against copyright
infringement for the purpose of reducing litigation costs and improving the efficiency of lawsuits; third, developed

an online lyrics identification system to
strengthen search & tracking of the use of
music works in the network environment; finally, developed MCSC APP to realize membership application, royalties query, registration of
new works and other functions through mobile
phones. We believe that MCSC will be able to
provide better services to members with the
application and improvement of these technologies in the near future.

In addition, MCSC started the revision of
charge standards for royalty payment in 2019.
With the rapid economic development in China,
rates for royalty payment in the field of some
emerging business which use music frequently
should be made as soon as possible, and
some of rates that have been applied for many
years also need to be adjusted appropriately.
At present, according to our actual working
situation and international practices, we are
drafting a specific revision plan, which is
expected to submit to our General Assembly
for review in year 2020.

Since the establishment of MCSC for 28
years, as the pioneer in the field of copyright
protection, we always persist in doing one thing
that is to unite all of music creators in trying our
efforts to realization of our common rights &
interests. The year of 2019 is just the year of
the 70th birthday of our mother country, in this
year we felt very delighted to hear the voice of
the times ——" solidarity & endeavor " and
honored to participate in the " ensemble ".

By the end of 2019, MCSCˊs membership size reached 10031(publisher members & individual members),
composed by 3611 lyricists, 5948 composers, 364 successors, 94 publishers and 14 of other persons.

618 new members joined MCSC in 2019. The new members included 173 lyricists, 399 composers, 31 successors, 12 publishers and 3 of others.
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